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Modern Technologies have led the

enterprises to be more productive,

efficient, tap more opportunities, enjoy

customer loyalty, and earn more revenue.

DALLAS, TEXAS, USA, October 28, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The festive

season is up here, the exciting

Halloween is just around the corner.

The season of carving out pumpkins

and trying out innovative yet ghostly

costumes is out here. It will kick start

the festivities and excited to look forward to this funny yet exhilarating October holiday season.

Many entrepreneurs and business enthusiasts were waiting for this time to kick start

Make this Halloween festival

season more enchanting

and memorable with an

unbelievable 30% discount

offer on all our IT solutions

and services.”
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celebrations and spread festivities and to make this festival

season more enchanting and memorable with an

unbelievable 30% discount offer on all our IT solutions and

services that include Mobile app development, Web

development, and On-demand IT solutions.

The whole world is going through a gloomy phase and

dealing with the adverse ramifications of COVID-19.

Businesses are trying hard to remain competitive while

putting their sincere efforts to generate revenue. Amid

such a situation, our company has decided to offer a bouquet of our innovative services at such

a massive discount, to ensure Business avail of the benefits of Digital Technologies and

Platforms to improve its visibility to tap more customers.

Let's get in touch with us and become a part of our Halloween celebration offer, assuring that

this engagement will be fruitful.

IT Solution and Services Offering:

• Cloud Application Development – Living in today’s cloud era, where everyone wants to onboard
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the emerging technology bandwagon.

From cloud apps, Cloud Migration, and

Integration to cloud Storage solutions

at an affordable cost while not

compromising on solution quality.

• On-demand App Solutions - O

-demand solutions range from food

delivery solutions, telemedicine

solutions, eLearning solutions, on-

demand services solutions, taxi

booking solutions, to fantasy sports

apps along with various other industry-

specific solutions to cater to business

requirements.

• Mobile App Development – As an

innovative app solutions provider that offers end-to-end mobile application development

services for Android, iOS, and Hybrid platforms. Also, developing mobile apps for Startups and

scaled organizations and enabling them to avail numerous benefits. 

• iOS App Development – Our seasoned iOS experts are known for delivering some robust and

scintillating iOS mobile apps that can function on all devices of an iOS ecosystem such as iPhone,

iPad, Apple watches, and Apple TV.

• Android App Development – Android is taking the mobile world by a storm and it is touted as

the perfect choice for emerging enterprises and startups. As an Android development partner

that guarantees highly reliable and scalable Android solutions that are intuitive as well as easy to

use for end-users.

• Cross-Platform App Development – If you are building universal apps it should be compatible

with multiple platforms. This makes it easier to develop, deploy and maintain mobile

applications. Any changes committed to codebase can be synced over all devices and platforms,

which saves money and time.

About Arka Softwares: Arka Softwares is a leading IT solutions provider, which is indulged in web

and mobile application development as well as offering customized software solutions for our

clients with diverse industries across the globe. 

They are backed by a highly experienced team of 100+ developers, who are providing exceptional

services in the areas of Mobile and Web app development, AR & VR App Development,

Healthcare app development, Artificial Intelligence apps, Gaming apps development, and much

more. Over the years, expanded its service portfolio by introducing innovative technologies,

tools, and frameworks, and that is evident with our higher scores in consumer satisfaction

metrics.

IT solutions are centered on such things:

• Compliance and Security: It is important to employ technical processes, systems, and tools to
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protect the data and technology assets of an enterprise. An organization complies with the

necessary security-related requirements to prevent any security glitches.

• Client Experience Design: The UI/UX plays an important role in the mobile app, as it gives the

first and foremost impression to the end-user. By hiring experienced designing specialists, who

are equipped with the expertise to develop the immersive and enchanting mobile experience.

• Speed-up Delivery: The criticality of project delivery timelines, as it helps us to launch the

software solution in the market at the right time by utilizing DevOps and Agile methodologies to

speed up the product delivery while maintaining high quality and seamless execution.

• Cross-Platform Coverage: Developing applications that can function on different platforms with

a common codebase. It allows an organization to release the software rapidly. Since Cross-

platform solutions are compatible with several mobile platforms so that apps can reach a larger

audience.

• Interoperability and Versatility: The app development strategy combines the interoperability

and versatility observations right from the beginning of the product lifecycle. It ensures enough

scope for incorporating innovative improvements to enhance the worth of application in the

future.

With an exciting mobile app idea or website in mind, it would surely be transformed into a

beautiful reality, then don’t hesitate to touch base and fulfill the business vision.

Rahul Mathur

Arka Softwares

+1 214-329-1556

email us here
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